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Written by SabinContributorThis is new. Hot. It covers three versions of the game. This is the all-new Final Fantasy IV step-by-step guide to CoN. It requires reading. And sometimes clicking. It's a web page. And that's about it. 1. Prelude to dark KnightEnemies: FloatEye, zutrasures:
BombRing, tent, Ether1, 480 GilTo get to every detail of the version, turn off spoilers. To avoid spoiling most things, turn on the spoilers. It's not rocket science, guys. First, pop Final Fantasy IV to drive your Final Fantasy Chronicles game to the nearest Playstation and click the power button.
Or for those of you on the emulator, File - Load - Final Fantasy IV. If you're on SNES, it's a bit like a Playstation, but with fewer drives. If you are on the GBA, see SNES, but with a smaller basket. I think it's safe to assume that this part is done, but you want a step-by-step step guide, you've
got it. First, enjoy the cutscene where you get to press the confirmation button quite a bit. (And as a reminder, if you see this, you hide spoilers. Cecil and Cain go through some lines of dialogue. After he leaves, you get your first chance to control the game. Cain's suggesting you take a
break, but come on, you'd rather look around first, wouldn't you? But do not think that you can try to dissuade the king from your exile, because there is a guard forbidding you from the throne room. Well good. Head down and enter 1F. You will notice three treasure chests in the wall in the
room. And let's face it, you always accept things that aren't necessarily yours. But the security guard right next to the door says it's all right, so why not go for it? Next to the door is a small white pen. Tap X and the door opens. Breast #1 gives you 480 Gil, a second Ether1, and a third, a
tent. Once you steal treasure chests, go left and up the stairs. Eventually, you'll get to the empty hallway. As you try to get to the other end, Rose makes her introduction, weighing Cecil. She shows anxiety and relief about her man. He gives her a cold shoulder, and then you can move
again. You leave the corridor and want to be a little generation, as Cain suggested. But just as you get to the door of your tower, you are interrupted by the airship king himself, Sid (Cecil has many friggin friends). It's going to be obvious that Sid likes to talk. But as soon as he's gone, maybe
now you can rest. Invite the maid who has just changed the sheets to say goodbye and get to your bed. The night falls just as you go up to bed (as convenient). But it's obvious that Cecil doesn't rest very easily. His actions against the Mishids still put a heavy pressure on his mind. Rose
decides to stop by, but Cecil still gives Rosa a cold shoulder until he finally caves in and shows what's on his mind. It's morning. Cain and Cecil In the Mist. There's a long pause while some inspirational words float while some heroic musical pieces. Yadda yadda. Now you you you your
journey. FlagView History Final-Fantasy-IV_GBA_US_ESRBboxart_160w.jpg Release Date December 12, 2005 (USA) December 14, 2005 (JP) Developer Tose Software Publisher Nintendo Release Date June 1, 2009 (USA) June 8, 2009 (UK) Developer Square Enix Publisher Square
Enix final_fantasy_iv_esrbboxart_160w.jpg Release Date July 22, 2008 (USA) December 20, 2007 (JP) September 4, 2008 (AU)September 5, 2008 (UK) Developer Squareix Enix Publisher Square Enix final_fantasy_iv_complete_finalboxart_160w.Jpg , 2011 (USA) March 24, 2011 (JP)
April 28, 2011 (AU) April 21, 2011 (UK) Developer Square Enix Publisher Square Enix Platform (s) GBA, PSP, PS, NDS, SNES, WSC Welcome to IGN Final Fantasy IV Wiki, your one-stop for things FF! Final Fantasy IV has seen a bunch of releases over the years, and we have a complete
step-by-step guide for Final Fantasy IV Advance, Final Fantasy IV: After Years and even the DS remake of FFIV. If you're playing Final Fantasy IV: A Complete Collection for PSP, use the DS remake and after years of step-by-step guides. The full collection also includes Final Fantasy IV:
Interlude, an exclusive episode that connects FFIV and After Years. At this point, we have nothing on FFIV: Interlude, but if you want to write and add it, please! Go to Navigation Go to Search Final Fantasy IV (known as Final Fantasy II when first released in the US) is the fourth game in the
Final Fantasy series. The plot follows Cecil's quest as he seeks to recover the magical crystals to save the world from the evil that seeks to destroy him. It was first released on SNES in 1991. Critics complained that the poor translation of the English version of SNES combined with the less
complex gameplay made it inferior to the Japanese original. Since then, it has been repained in playStation Final Fantasy Chronicles and Final Fantasy Collection, on Game Boy Advance as Final Fantasy IV Advance and on PSP as Final Fantasy IV: The Complete Collection. A remake of
the Nintendo DS with 3D graphics and additional content was also released. Edit the source of Welcome Toddlers, Drake Clawfang's Final Fantasy IV step-by-step guide for Game Boy Advance! It's been a while since I played this game, but I remember every inch of that game and I'm more
than qualified to play it again and bring you along in spirit. Controls (source of editing) Pretty basic things, click Start to open the menu, A to choose and B undo. Choose switches between party members in battle. R and L swap around which party member is the leader on the map. D-pad



moves you on the other hand, right? The basic game consultation (source of editing) IV combat system, compared to later parts, is surprisingly simple. Each character IV equips with weapons, shield, helmet, armor and accessory like a ring or glove. Exactly what In these categories the
character can equip varies. Each character has one to three special skills that will be when you get that character. This game was also the first to use the ATB system - Active Time Battle. Each character has a bar of time when it fills you to give out a command, they execute this command
and then their time bar has to recharge before they can do something different. Simple, isn't it? Other Stuff 'Edit Source' Just keep in mind, with IV, all three ports are different games, gameplay wise. The pre-release just has a lot more than a Super NES release, and the DS release has
completely changed it. So the strategy here, for the Advance release, will not apply to other versions. Ok? The release of the PSP, however, is an adaptation of the GBA version. I still haven't heard any differences, so if you have a PSP version, this GBA guide should be enough. Boss
Template (editing source) I use the Boss template for my step-by-step. The template gives HP boss, MP, and which of his attacks are dangerous. Stealing is the item the boss has to steal, and the drop is what the boss falls at the end of the fight. The Morph field does not apply to this game,
ignore it. The weakness is that the boss is weak, and the resistance is that it is a bad idea to attack him. I also rate bosses on a scale of 1 to 5; Rating What it means 1/5 If you lose, you're a shame for the RPG 2/5 genre You shouldn't have too many problems if you're careful 3/5 This boss
is a bit of a threat, but you have to win 4/5 you're probably going to die at least once fighting this boss 5/5 Kick heel per head and kiss your goodbye content source community content available according to CC BY-SA, unless you're instructed to. Noted. final fantasy 4 interlude psp
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